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The Legends of the West sequence covers the tumultuous 1830s throughout the 1860s in
California, Nevada, and Utah--from while the yankee army and Mexican bandits warred over the
riches of Spanish California, to the endure Flag uprising that carried California from Mexican to
American ownership, to the 1850s gold rush, to the silver stumbled on in Virginia urban in 1859,
to the start of the Civil battle and the department of a nation. This moment ebook within the
sequence tells Legends of the West, Volume II of the heart-stopping adventures of insurgent
David Bollin, ship’s officer Rafer Maddox, and Wells Fargo & Co. legal professional Jack
Ryland. The California gold rush glittered with promise however it might switch every thing
approximately their lives. quantity II includes Gold Rush Prodigal, Delta Passage, and
Hangtown Lawman. 1.) GOLD RUSH PRODIGAL: Missionary child David Bollin is decided to go
away his Hawaii domestic to make his personal fortune. After rejecting his parents' religion and
breaking his father's heart, he forums a boat to Boston... and is plunged right into a existence
fullyyt various from what he expects. 2.) DELTA PASSAGE: whilst unscrupulous plotters
attempt to thieve the paddle wheeler 'New World,' First Officer Maddox commandeers the
vessel and escapes the new york dock. yet miles will hold him correct into the center of the
California gold rush... and a perilous secret surrounding a stunning woman. 3.) HANGTOWN
LAWMAN: Wells Fargo & Co. legal professional Jack Ryland is using the level via California
gold state whilst it is robbed by means of highwaymen. to outlive the California wilderness, Jack
needs to capture the Legends of the West, Volume II robbers and transparent an blameless
man. yet maybe the toughest job of all is gaining the guts of gorgeous and spunky fellow
passenger Lisa Richardson.
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